
Product Guide
Vehicle Media
NEW Generation B•free vehicle wrap media  
including a slide-able adhesive system for faster & easier  installation!



Available in 150’ and 75’ lengths! Ask about our bundle pricing. 

What is B•free® GRUV vehicle media?
GVC929v2BFD - Featuring Slide-able bubble-free adhesive technology, the new B•free Slide-able 
GRUV (GVC929v2BFD) promises faster, easier graphic installation on vehicles, busses, fleets and 
more.
The slide-able, bubble-free air-egress acrylic pressure-sensitive adhesive, which features an omni-
directional invisible adhesive pattern, is paired with a 2.0 mil gloss white, soft cast PVC film that 
is known for excellent color reproduction and a 90# poly-coated layflat liner for superior stability 
during the printing process. The unprinted film has an unprinted outdoor durability of 10 years.

GV729v2BFD - Thinner, more conformable. Designed for partial wraps, flat and simple curves 
and long term signage, GV729v2BFD combines excellent performance and economics. Perfect for 
partial and full wraps and longer term signage.

 
ICC profiles can be downloaded at mactac.com

Product Gauge Adhesive Liner  Unprinted  
Outdoor Durability

GVC929v2BFD 2.0 mil gloss white,  
soft cast PVC

Slide-able  
Bubble-free, Air-egress 90# Polycoated 10 years

GV729v2BFD
2.1 mil soft white gloss, 
highly conformable, 
laminated PVC

Bubble-free, Air-egress 80# Polycoated 2-side 
Release Liner 7 years

Durability
-  Use-life estimate based on accelerated age studies on vertical applications under “normal” environmental conditions.
-  Severe environmental conditions will reduce use life.
-  Recommendations are believed to be accurate but do not constitute a warranty written or implied. Refer to Mactac®  

Product Performance Guides and Technical Assistance Bulletins prior to use. Visit mactac.com to download.
Temperature Ranges
-  Minimum Application: +50˚F (+10˚C)
-  Gruv 729 End Use: -5° to 195°F (-20° to 70°C)
-  Gruv 929 End Use: -5° to 250°F (-20° to 121°C)

Shelf Life
        Two years when stored at 60/77˚F (15/25˚C) and 50% relative humidity in the original package.

For more information about B•free Gruv v2 or other Mactac products, partnerships or graphic solutions, call a graphics  
representative at 866-622-8223, e-mail Mactac.Americas@mactac.com or visit mactac.com/graphics.
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